
Warwickshire County Council Assessment of Primary and Secondary Schools Capacity (April 2022)

Secondary 
School Area Primary School Area

Total number 
of Dwellings on 
Potential 
Reserve Sites 
(SDC)

Estimated number of 
additional dwellings 
education area could 
accommodate (WCC) Comments

Alcester 90 250 Schools in Alcester currently at or near to PAN.  Circa 300 dwellings still to be built in Alcester.
Bidford 123 350 Number of approvals still to be built and School will need to expand by half FE to accommodate this.  Limit additional allocations in Bidford to less than 250
Temple Grafton 0 50 Small rural school.  Generally fills to PAN but could accommodate small allocation
Salford Priors 0 95 Some existing capacity to accommodate additional dwellings
Alcester Area Total 213 745 Secondary Schools: Pupils numbers to PAN with little capacity.  Large Secondary cohorts forecast for next 5 to 7 years.  Capacity may need to be added
Claverdon 0 90 Generally fills close to PAN. Could accommodate small allocation under 100
Henley in Arden 0 200 Some existing capacity to accommodate additional dwellings
Tanworth in Arden 0 60 School generally fills to PAN.  Accommodate small allocation
Wootton Wawen 0 140 Some existing capacity to accommodate additional dwellings
Henley Area total 0 490 Secondary School: Fills to Capacity.  Large secondary cohorts forecast for next 5 to 7 years.  Could accommodate additional in area children at coordination
Mappleborough Green 25 65 Small rural school.  Fills to PAN.  Some additional in area children could be accommodated at coordination
Studley 0 300 Some existing capacity in Studley Primary Schools
Studley Area total 25 365 Secondary School: Fills to PAN.  Large secondary cohorts forecast for next 5 to 7 years.  Could accommodate additional in area children at coordination
Ettington 13 60 Growth in the area. Limit to small allocation
Kineton 0 55 Little capacity and a numer of approvals to build out.  Preferable to keep additional allocations to minimum
Lighthorne 0 130 School to be expanded in line with GLH
Moreton Morrell 30 65 Small amount of capacity
Temple Herdewyke 0 55 Some capacity to accommodate some additional dwellings
Fenny Compton 0 170 Some existing capacity to accommodate additional dwellings
Tysoe 15 115 Some existing capacity in school to accommodate additional dwellings
Wellesbourne 25 Keep to minimum School at capacity with further commitments to accommodate.
Kineton area total 83 650 Secondary School: Need to consider short, medium and long term impact of GLH combined with any additional dwellings (timing of expansion)
Long Compton 0 45 Small rural school. Some existing capacity to accommodate some additional dwellings
Brailes 0 80 Small rural school. Some existing capacity to accommodate some additional dwellings
Ilmington 8 50 School fills to PAN. Limit to smaller allocation
Newbold and Tredington 13 50 Small rural school.  Current commitments likely to limit available capacity for further allocations
Quinton 30 100 Small amount of capacity
Shipston 0 150 Number of commitments to build out and pupil numbers growing.  Limit allocation.
Meon Vale 90 350 Primary School being built as 2FE.  
Shipston  area total 141 825 Secondary School: Large secondary cohorts forecast for next 5-7 years which are likely to require additional capacity to be added. 
Stratford 354 600 With introduction of new provision West Shottery  - capacity for additional dwellings in West Shottery/Bishopton Area
Alveston 24 50 Number of commitments in area - limit to under 50
Loxley 0 10 Small rural school.
Hampton Lucy 13 30 Small rural school.  
Welford on Avon 0 60 School fills to PAN.  Limit to small allocation
Wilmcote 0 60 Small rural school.  Accommodate small allocation
Wolverton 0 60 Small rural school.  Accommodate small allocation
Snitterfield 0 60 Small rural school.  Accommodate small allocation
Stratford area total 391 300 Secondary School: Large secondary cohorts forecast for next 5-7 years.  Additional capacity being added to accommodate current forecast demand.  Unlikely to be able to add further capacity
Southam 195 420 Large number of commitments to build out.  Southam Primary School to be expanded in line with growth (half form of entry)
Bishop's Itchington 0 90 School forecast to be at PAN/capacity over next couple of years as current commitments build out.  Limit to up to 90 additional
Long Itchington 0 90 Number of current commitments still building out which will utilise capacity and increase cohorts.  Limit allocation to under 90
Harbury 0 120 At or close to PAN.  Current commitments likely to continue to add numbers to school.  Limit additional allocation
Napton 6 90 School close to capacity and usually fills to PAN.  Lower allocation.
Stockton 0 100 Some capacity to accommodate additional dwellings.  
Priors Marston 10 60 Small rural school.  Accommodate small allocation
Southam area Total 211 970 Secondary School: Large secondary cohorts forecast for next 5-7 years. Potential to add additional 1FE of capacity to School

District Total 1064 4345

Education Technical Note
Assessment of capacity at state funded primary and secondary schools in Stratford on Avon District

Warwickshire County Council Education Services have undertaken a desktop assessment of existing capacity within state funded primary and secondary school provision in Stratford on Avon District using the number of dwellings on potential reserve sites and pupil forecasts over the next five 
(primary) to seven (secondary) years.  The pupil forecasts together with consideration of the potential anticipated expansion as a result of already approved housing, have been used to provide an indication of the estimated number of additional dwellings each education planning area could 
accommodate over the next five years.  
It should be noted that whilst assessment has primarily been made using current forecasts for the next 5 to 7 years the longer term impact of some of the larger approved strategic sites has been taken into consideration.
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